
In the peaceful land of animals, the Dog, Cat, Penguin and Bear 
had friendly training battles. You are the commander, and you must 
use the animal's traits and the spirit power to win!

Animale Tattica is based on the card game Great Dalmuti. The 
players will use the animal cards, and the first players to get rid of 
all his cards, wins.

One game consists of several rounds.
Each round, in turns, starting with the lead player, the players play 
cards from their hands, repeating this until one player retreats his 
turn.

●How the lead player may start a round
　At the start of each round, there are no cards on the playfield. 
So the start player can done one of the following. All subsequent 
plays must be aligned, see below. (All cards are played face up.)

This setup will explain the 2 player setup. Please refer later for the 
3‒4 player setup.
●Each player picks one animal, and takes those 16 cards and its 
formation card. If you can't decide, pick a random formation card. 
Unused animal and formation cards are returned to the box.
●Place the formation cards face up for all to see.
●Determine first start player in any fashion.
●Each player shuffles their animal deck, and draws the top 10 to 
his hand. The remaining 6 are kept as his deck, and the player may 
not look at these cards.
●Shuffle the 12 spirit cards and deal 3 to each player. Each player 
chooses one to keep in his hand, and gives back the other 2. Then 
re-shuffle all the unchosen spirit cards to form a spirit deck.
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●64 animal cards (16 each of 4 types)
　2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, King　
　※Each animal will have 
　　a different card distribution.

●4 Formation cards

○Single play
　The player plays 1 card, either an animal or a spirit.

○Army play
　The player plays 2 or more of several cards of the same number.
　The "King" may be played together with any number. A spirit card 
may also be played here, provided it bears the same number.

○EXCEPTION FOR ARMIES
　You may not play two Cat Kings, nor two Bear '12' together.

Example of【A】

Example of 【B】: Surrounding

●12 spirit cards (3 each of 4 types)

●4 Marching cards ●4 summary cards
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How many cards 
　there are of this one The king is a 4.

Three '4's 
is an army.

Example

This mark is 
　the King mark

Field to play cards
x 10 x 1

A single King is always 
regarded as highest.
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The "King" is the most 
powerful of all single cards. 
The opponent will be forced 
to retreat.

Example

This spirit card can 
be a 3, 4 or a 6.

●Aligned play
　When there are already played cards in the field, you must play a 
set that is ALIGNED to the previous players card play. There are 2 
types of aligned plays:
【A】As many cards as in the previous card play, but with a 
higher number (single, or army)
【B】Play cards that total the same number as the previous 
play, but with a higher card count (this is called "surrounding"). 
Please note that all cards you play must still be of the same number!
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Two '6's 
total 12.

Three '4's 
total 12.

One '8' 
totals 8.

Four '2's 
total 8.
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One '8' 
totals 8.

This equals 8, 
but it's not an 
army play.

Four '3's 
equals 12.

This equals 12 
and is an army, 
but fewer cards!x 10 x 1
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